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Abstract
The EPO-TBI multinational randomised controlled trial found that erythropoietin (EPO), when
compared with placebo, did not affect 6 month neurological outcome but reduced illness severityadjusted mortality in patients with traumatic brain injury (TBI), making the cost effectiveness of EPO
in TBI uncertain. The current study uses patient-level data from the EPO-TBI trial to evaluate the costeffectiveness of EPO in patients with moderate or severe TBI from the healthcare payers’ perspective.
We addressed the issue of transferability in multinational trials by estimating costs and effects for
specific geographical regions of the study (Australia/New Zealand, Europe and Saudi Arabia).
Unadjusted mean QALYs (95%CI) at six months were 0.027 (0.020 to 0.034; p<0.001) higher in the EPO
group with an adjusted QALY increment of 0.014 (0.000 to 0.028; p = 0.04). Mean unadjusted costs
(95%CI) were $US5,668 (-9,191 to -2,144; p = 0.002) lower in the treatment group; controlling for
baseline IMPACT-TBI score and regional heterogeneity reduced this difference to $2,377 ($-12,446 to
7,693; p = 0.64). For a willingness-to-pay threshold of $US50,000 per QALY, 71.8% of replications were
considered cost-effective. Therefore, we did not find evidence that EPO was significantly cost-effective
in the treatment of moderate or severe TBI at 6 month follow-up.

Trial registration:
Clinicaltrials.gov NCT00987454
Date of registration: October 1, 2009
URL of trial registry record: https://clinicaltrials.gov/ct2/show/NCT00987454
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Introduction
Traumatic Brain Injury (TBI) is a major cause of death and disability - especially amongst younger
people; and its incidence is rising sharply.1, 2 For those who survive TBI, lifelong disability is common,
and the impact on quality of life can be significant.3, 4 The costs of TBI on the healthcare system and
the wider economy are also substantial – in the USA, for example, total costs have been estimated at
over US$60 billion annually.5 For these reasons, the discovery of cost-effective interventions is an
important objective.6
The Erythropoietin in Traumatic Brain Injury (EPO-TBI) study was a multinational, double-blind,
randomised controlled trial (RCT) that assessed the effectiveness of erythropoietin (EPO), a
neuroprotective agent, in a heterogeneous population of patients with moderate or severe TBI.7 EPO
is approved by the Food and Drug Administration (FDA) but not indicated for TBI. While the EPO-TBI
trial did not demonstrate that EPO was effective in reducing the number of patients with moderate or
severe neurological dysfunction at six months post-injury (defined by a Glasgow Outcome Scale –
Extended (GOS-E) of 1-4).7 it showed a significant decrease in illness severity-adjusted mortality at 6
months, making it uncertain whether EPO is a cost-effective intervention in TBI in terms of quality
adjusted life years (QALYs). Accordingly, we aimed to assess the quality of life and resource use from
the perspective of the healthcare payer over 6 months of the EPO-TBI trial and estimate the costeffectiveness of EPO in TBI. We hypothesized that EPO would be a cost-effective treatment for TBI.

Methods
Overview
The EPO-TBI trial was a prospective, randomized, parallel-group, double-blinded trial conducted in 29
participating hospital sites across seven countries (Australia, New Zealand, France, Finland, Germany,
Ireland and Saudi Arabia). The design, methodology and results of the EPO-TBI trial have been
described in detail previously.7, 8 In brief, 606 patients aged between 15 and 65 presenting with
moderate or severe TBI were stratified according to severity, and randomised to receive either epoetin
alfa 30,000 IU (Eprex Janssen-Cilag Pty Ltd, Titusville, NJ, USA) (n=308) or placebo (0.9% sodium
chloride) (n=298) in the intensive care unit (ICU) within 24 hours of injury. Second and third doses
were administered at weekly intervals conditional on patients remaining in the ICU. Follow-up was
conducted at approximately six months by trained local staff via structured telephone interviews with
patients where possible, or with a proxy if patients were unable to answer (interviewers were blind to
the patient’s treatment allocation). The trial commenced in May 2010 and patient recruitment ended
in November 2014, with follow-up finalised in May 2015. Ethics approval was obtained at all
participating hospitals and informed consent was obtained from the patient or their legal
representative.

Health outcomes
Effectiveness in the current study was considered in terms of quality-adjusted life years (QALYs),
where 1 QALY is equal to one year in full-health7 These were measured using utility scores derived
from the EQ-5D-3L,9 which was administered at follow-up, and valued using the UK time-trade-off
tariff.10 All patients were assumed to have a utility score of zero at randomisation in accordance with
other studies recruiting patients in critical care.11, 12 Patients who died were given a utility of zero at
follow-up. Quality of life is also reported in terms of the proportion of limitations for each EQ-5D-3L
dimension, and the physical components score (PCS) and mental components score (MCS) of the SF-

12,13 which was also administered at follow-up. Since the primary analysis found no difference in the
proportion of patients with a GOS-E of 4 or less at follow-up, we did not examine this outcome.7
Patients with missing EQ-5D-3L information were removed from the analysis since they represented
less than 5% of the sample in each arm.14 A sensitivity analysis was conducted assuming best and worst
case scenarios (i.e. utility scores of 1 and 0 at follow-up, respectively) for these patients, as well as
those lost to follow-up.

Resource use and costs
Data on resource use at different levels of care were recorded at discharge from the index
hospitalisation, and again at follow-up for subsequent health-care resource use (including
readmissions, rehabilitation and other care facilities). Information was available for length of
ventilation, time in ICU, transfusion of red blood cells, hospital (ward) days, rehabilitation days, and
time spent in high and low level care facilities and transitional living centres. Additionally, information
on whether carers were required for patients that returned home was inferred from item 2b of the
GOS-E15 at follow-up.
Resources were translated into costs by multiplying the relevant country-specific unit cost by use for
each patient in the analysis; where unit costs were obtained from hospital staff where possible, or
national databases.16-25 Detailed information on all costs and sources is provided in a supplementary
web-appendix (Table A1). All costs are reported in 2014 prices using national consumer price index
statistics from relevant countries.26-28 Purchasing power parity (PPP) statistics from the Organisation
for Economic Co-operation and Development (OECD) were used to translate costs to a common
currency (United States Dollars, $US).29 Given the short time period, costs were not discounted.

Analysis of costs and outcomes
A statistical analysis plan was published prior to study completion.30 We present and compare
selected baseline characteristics and rates of resource use over the trial across treatment groups.
Unadjusted and adjusted summary measures are presented for costs and QALYs, as are raw EQ-5D-3L
profiles and SF-12 summary components scores (i.e. the PCS and MCS), across treatment groups. An
incremental cost-effectiveness ratio (ICER) is also presented. Adjusted measures account for
differences in the baseline probability of having a GOSE-E of 4 or less at six months, according to the
extended International Mission on Prognosis and Analysis of Clinical Trials in Traumatic Brain Injury,
(IMPACT-TBI). We also adjusted for fixed effects across three geographical regions (i.e. Australia/New
Zealand (NZ), Europe and Saudi Arabia) to account for potential heterogeneity which may arise, for
example, through regional variations in treatment patterns. Finally, we made statistical adjustments
for the slight variability in the timing of collection for the resource use and outcomes data at followup.
Cost-effectiveness estimates are presented for the trial-wide (pooled) analysis. To address issues of
transferability in this multinational trial, costs and effects across treatment groups are also presented
for each of the three geographical regions, to ensure that estimates are relevant for local policymakers.

Statistical methods
Means (with standard deviations) of the continuous raw data are compared across treatment groups
using

t-tests

or

Wilcoxon

rank-sum

tests

as

appropriate.

Binary

and

categorical

characteristics/outcomes are presented in terms of proportions and compared using two-proportion
z-tests and χ2-tests (or Fisher exact tests), respectively. We use a 5% level of statistical significance.
For the adjusted cost analyses we used generalised linear models (GLM); where distribution families
were selected using the Modified Park Test, and the link function using the Pearson Correlation,

Pregibon Link and Modified Homer and Lemeshow tests.14 To derive adjusted QALYs, we first
multiplied the probability of survival to six months by the adjusted EQ-5D-3L utility scores at six
months. A survival function with a Weibull distribution was fitted to derive adjusted survival, and
multiple linear regression was used to derive preference scores adjusted for differences in the timing
of follow-up. QALYs were then evaluated by calculating the area under the curve, assuming a linear
improvement/decline in quality of life from a baseline score of zero. We tested the sensitivity of this
assumption against an alternate scenario where a baseline quality of life score of zero was maintained
until discharge from the index ICU admission.
Region-specific estimates were obtained by interacting the treatment variable with regional fixed
effects. Adjusted costs and QALYs were calculated using the method of recycled predictions (where
follow-up time for survivors was standardized to six months). Bootstrap procedures were conducted
to estimate uncertainty around costs and effectiveness estimates. We conducted 5,000 bootstrap
replications, stratified by treatment group and geographical region. 95% confidence intervals were
calculated using the bootstrap acceptability method.14

Bootstrap replications are displayed

graphically on the cost-effectiveness plane. Replications are also summarised in terms of the
percentage for which (1) costs were lower amongst patients in the treatment group, and (2) EPO lead
to an improvement in QALYs. Finally, cost-effectiveness is expressed in terms of the percentage of
replications for which EPO is cost-effective at six months, based on a hypothetical maximum
willingness-to-pay threshold of $US50,000 per QALY. To be (two-tailed) 95% confident that EPO is
cost-effective, 97.5% of replications must fall below this limit.14 Cost-effectiveness acceptability curves
are also presented; these illustrate the percentage of the joint distribution of costs and QALYs from
treatment that are cost effective over a range of reasonable willingness-to-pay thresholds from
$US25,000 to $US150,000. All analysis was conducted in STATA version 14.

Results
A total of 606 patients were randomized to receive EPO (epoetin alfa n=308) or placebo (n=298). Three
patients in the treatment group and four in the control group were lost to follow-up and excluded
from the analysis. A further three patients in the treatment group withdrew consent for use of their
data. Table 1 presents selected characteristics for the sample followed to the end of the trial. 15 of
the 302 patients in the treatment group, and 14 of 294 patients in the control group had missing EQ5D-3L information and were removed from the analysis (for characteristics of this group compared to
the analysis sample, refer to Table A2 in the online appendix). Thus, 567 patients were included in the
cost-effectiveness analysis (Figure A1).
<Table 1 here>

Resource use
Resource use across treatment and control groups until death or follow-up is summarised in Table 2
for both the trial-wide sample and subsamples according to region. Some variation in treatment
patterns is evident among the different regions. For instance, ICU days, ventilation days and
rehabilitation days were higher in Europe compared to Australia/NZ and Saudi Arabia, while ward days
in Europe were lower. Across treatment groups, ward length of stay was slightly higher in the group
that received treatment in the Australia/NZ subsample (p = 0.02), and carer days were greater in the
treatment group for the European subsample (p = 0.01). Other measures of resource use did not vary
significantly across treatment groups.
<Table 2 here>

Outcomes at follow-up
Tables 3 and A3 of the appendix summarize outcomes at follow-up. For the trial-wide sample, the
unadjusted proportion of deaths in the treatment group was lower compared to the control group,

but not significantly (0.11 (32/287) vs. 0.16 (46/280), p = 0.07). For the regional sub-samples, the
proportion of deaths in Australia/NZ was significantly lower in the treatment group (0.08 (12/154) vs.
0.17 (25/148); p = 0.02); while for Europe and Saudi Arabia, deaths did not significantly differ across
treatment and control groups.
<Table 3 here>
EQ-5D preference indices at follow-up were higher in the treatment group but not significant (0.58
(95%CI: 0.54 to 0.63) vs. 0.51 (0.46 to 0.56); p = 0.07); this effect was largely driven by the higher
proportion of deaths in the control group. There were no significant differences in preference scores
across treatment groups for the regional sub-samples.

Costs and QALYs
Tables 4 and 5 report unadjusted and adjusted costs (in $US2014) and QALYs to six months,
respectively. While mean unadjusted costs (95%CI) were $5,668 (-9,191 to -2,144; p = 0.002) lower in
the treatment group compared to the control group, this effect diminished after controlling for
baseline IMPACT-TBI score and regional heterogeneity, resulting in a difference in adjusted costs of $2,377 ($-12,446 to 7,693; p = 0.64) between the two groups. Although there was considerable
heterogeneity in costs across regions, there were no significant differences in adjusted costs amongst
treatment and control groups for the regional sub-samples.
<Tables 4 and 5 here>
Unadjusted mean QALYs (95%CI) at six months for the trial-wide sample were 0.131 (0.125 to 0.136)
in the group receiving EPO and 0.104 (0.098 to 0.109) in the control group, yielding an increment of
0.027 (0.02 to 0.034; p < 0.001). After adjustment, QALYs were 0.128 (0.116 to 0.140) in the treatment
group compared to 0.114 (0.100 to 0.128) in the control group, resulting in an adjusted QALY
increment of 0.014 (0.000 to 0.028; p = 0.04).

Mean adjusted QALYs were higher in the treatment group for Australia/NZ and Saudi Arabia, though
these differences were not statistically significant. QALYs did not vary across treatment groups for
Europe. The results for incremental QALYs were robust to sensitivity analyses examining best/worst
case scenarios for patients lost to follow-up and patients with missing EQ-5D-3L information; as well
as the alternate assumption that quality of life improved/declined from the time of discharge of the
index ICU admission, as opposed to baseline (see Appendix Tables A4-6).
The point estimate for the ICER was -$167,269 per QALY (95% CI -$2,224,260 to $10,578,103). Scatter
plots of the bootstrap replications for incremental costs and effects are displayed in Figure 1.
Focussing first on the trial-wide sample, EPO increased QALYs for 97.7% of replications, though costs
were lower amongst patients in the treatment group for only 67.3% of replications, indicating a high
degree of uncertainty around estimates for cost. For a willingness-to-pay threshold of $US50,000 per
QALY, 71.8% of replications were considered cost-effective. Increasing the willingness to pay
threshold up to $US150,000 did not increase this percentage by a substantial amount, as shown in
Figure 2.
<Figure 1 here>
Within-trial costs in the EPO group were lower than the control group in 34.0% of replications for
Australia/NZ, 73.7% for Europe, and 94.1% for Saudi Arabia. EPO increased QALYs in 96.6% of
replications for Australia/NZ, 90.7% for Saudi Arabia, and only 53.7% for Europe. At six months post
indexation, the percentage of bootstrap replications that were acceptable for a cost-effectiveness
ratio of $US50,000 were 38.9% for Australia/NZ, 73.7% for Europe, and 95.0% for Saudi Arabia. Once
again, increasing the willingness to pay threshold did not increase the percentage of acceptable
replications by a substantial amount (Figure 2).
<Figure 2 here>

Discussion
We conducted a within-trial cost-effectiveness analysis of EPO vs. placebo in patients with moderate
and severe TBI using data from the EPO-TBI trial, a multinational, double-blind RCT.7, 8 We found
considerable heterogeneity in costs and to a lesser extent in QALYs between geographical regions.
We found QALYs at six months to be slightly higher in the EPO group compared to the control group
for the trial-wide sample; however we were unable to find evidence to support the hypothesis that
EPO is a significantly cost-effective treatment for moderate or severe TBI.
The small but statistically significant increment in adjusted QALYs for the trial-wide sample of 0.014
(p=0.04) represents 5.6% of the maximum achievable QALYs at six months assuming a linear increase
from a baseline score of zero (i.e. maximum possible QALYs = 0.25, or one-quarter of a year in full
health). While low in magnitude, this increment is favourable compared to other recent studies
examining short-term outcomes in trials where randomisation occurred in the ICU. For instance, in
patients presenting with septic shock, Mouncey et al. reported a QALY increment of -0.001 (p=0.88)
at 90 days in patients receiving early, goal-detected therapy compared to usual care;11 while Taylor et
al. reported no change in QALYs at 6 months in critically ill patients receiving Hydroxyethyl starch vs.
saline resuscitation (p=0.33).12
Costs were lower (though insignificant) in the group receiving EPO for the sample overall. This effect
was driven by the European and Saudi Arabian subsamples, where the EPO group spent less time on
average in both ICU and the hospital ward compared to the placebo group (even though mortality was
lower in the treatment group for Saudi Arabia); though these effects were not significant. Notably,
daily ICU costs were substantially larger for these regions compared to Australia/NZ when considered
as a proportion of hospital ward costs per day (Appendix Table A1). In Australia/NZ, on the other hand,
patients in the EPO group spent more time on average in the hospital ward compared to the placebo
group, which contributed to higher (though not significant) costs in this group. This is likely to reflect
the higher survival rate in the EPO group for Australia/NZ.

Our paper is the first to evaluate the cost-effectiveness of EPO in patients with TBI. In a modelled
economic analysis of EPO in critically ill trauma patients which used data from a variety of sources
including published RCTs and observational studies, Chui et al. found the probability that EPO was
cost-effective varied from 0% to 85% over a range of WTP from $25,000 to $120,000 CAD using a one
year time horizon.31 These results, in a heterogeneous group of trauma patients, are similar to ours in
a TBI specific population. In addition, Chui et al. also found a significant degree of uncertainty in the
cost-effectiveness estimate, primarily due to uncertainty about the mortality benefits of EPO in a
trauma population.31

Strengths and weaknesses
This study addressed the important issues of generalizability and transferability of findings in
multinational trials in three ways. Firstly, to address the problem of increased heterogeneity in the
multinational setting (e.g. due to differences in patients, treatment patterns and providers across
geographic regions), we estimated fixed effects models that adjusted for between-region
heterogeneity.14, 32 We also used country-specific data on resource use, price weights and outcomes,
in line with current recommendations.32 Finally, we produced cost-effectiveness estimates specific to
each geographical region of the EPO-TBI trial, enhancing the relevance to regional stakeholders.
The trial was pre-planned to detect changes in the primary clinical outcome for the trial-wide sample;
it was not powered to detect region-specific effects or differences in QALYs or costs.32 This meant
that considerable uncertainty was observed in the trial-wide estimates for costs, and region-specific
estimates for both costs and outcomes, resulting in estimates that were very imprecise. Our data are
also unlikely to have sufficient power to estimate cost-effectiveness in other important subgroups,
such as patients with diffuse TBI, who were found to have lower mortality in the treated group of the
primary analysis.7 Future trials should factor multinational settings and important subgroup analyses
into sample size calculations.

The results are also limited to the trial period of six months. It is not uncommon to observe continued
improvement in patients with TBI beyond six months of injury,33, 34 and the gains from treatment could
well extend beyond the primary end point. Further data collection to two-year follow-up is planned
and may provide evidence of cost effectiveness.

Conclusion
We found evidence that EPO slightly improves the average quality adjusted survival at six months post
injury in patients with moderate or severe TBI. The effect was small and was not accompanied by any
significant difference in treatment or care costs. There is insufficient evidence at this time that EPO is
a cost-effective therapy to improve quality of life in a heterogeneous population of patients with
moderate and severe TBI.
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